
Property Refresh Announces Competitively
Priced Power Washing Service for Chicago
Residents

What can Chicagoland homeowners and

businesses expect from power washing

service companies in 2023?

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, US, January 16,

2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- A leading

power washing company in Chicago,

Property Refresh Power Washing and

Gutter Cleaning, has announced that

its pricing is now more competitive

than ever. While other pressure

washing companies have raised prices,

Property Refresh's charges for power

washing have remained the same. 

Power washing companies across the country are raising prices as inflation figures increase;

remaining profitable has meant businesses raise prices. However, some businesses, like

Property Refresh, claim that there is no need to raise prices and that current pricing will remain

Now is the best time to get

your siding, deck, driveway,

or other exterior surfaces

professionally power

washed.”

George Dimitrov

unchanged in 2023 for the greater Chicago area. Plus, the

company will not downgrade the quality of the work or the

equipment used to achieve the stellar results they are

known for. 

Power washing, also known as pressure washing, is a

process that uses high-pressure water spray to clean and

remove dirt, grime, mold, and other debris from various

exterior surfaces. It is an efficient and effective way to

clean large areas quickly and thoroughly. 

Power washing can improve the appearance of a building or surface, making it look more inviting

and professional. It is also safer than other methods, especially if homeowners want to remove

harmful substances like mold from the property. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.property-refresh.com/power-washing
https://www.property-refresh.com/chicago
https://www.property-refresh.com/chicago


Many homeowners and savvy business

owners opt for power washing because

it is environmentally friendly. The

machine uses significantly less water

than traditional cleaning methods but

can achieve better results. 

Readers can learn more about

Property Refresh and their power

washing service by visiting the

company's official website at

https://www.property-refresh.com. 

"At Property Refresh, we use the latest

and greatest power washers. Not only

do our power washers consume the

least amount of water, but they also

make short work of most types of

stains on just about any surface. That's

why people automatically assume we

are competitive. However, our prices

have always been competitive, and in

2023, they will remain unchanged."

Said George Dimitrov, a Property

Refresh Power Washing and Gutter

Cleaning representative. 

He added, "Now is the best time to get

your siding, deck, driveway, or other

exterior surfaces professionally power

washed. Not only will it ensure that

your spaces are clean and aesthetically

pleasing, but you will also save money

by choosing us." 

About Property Refresh 

Property Refresh Power Washing and Gutter Cleaning are among Chicagoland's most reputed

names in the power washing industry. The company has, over the years, earned a reputation for

providing a high-quality service that home and business owners can rely on to deliver results,

such as leaving their surfaces looking as good as new.

https://www.property-refresh.com
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